The Hammersley Group has been leading the market in
specialty chemical innovation since 1972. Collectively,
our award winning group of companies represent an
accumulation of outstanding research & technology
within a variety of specialised markets – automotive,
marine, mining, agriculture, construction, hospitality,
and commercial & domestic cleaning. Our reputation
has been gained from our dedication to working
closely alongside our customers to ensure we deliver
a product that exceeds expectation and truly makes a
difference to their operations.
We stand proudly behind every Hammersley product,
offering your business a unique opportunity to rise
above your competitors through use of our unrivalled
chemical expertise & technology.
Welcome to The Hammersley Group
we look forward to working with you.
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14 Sandpiper Close, KOORAGANG NSW 2304
www.hammersley.com.au

PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE
AUTOMOTIVE CARE

NEUTRALISING WASH – Part 1

INTERIOR CLEANER

PAINT PROTECTION

INTERIOR
A high efficiency, safe to use, water based cleaner. Perfect for interior
cleaning of motor vehicles including vinyl, carpets, door trims and any
other area. Removes the toughest grime without hard rubbing. Dries
leaving no residue.

RENEW IT

Creates an electrolytic change to paintwork to prepare the surface for
the Nano Protective Coating (part 2).

NANO PROTECTIVE COATING – Part 2
A concentrated formula of organic polymer/nano particles that provide
paint protection for motor vehicle paintwork, caravans, motor homes,
and aircraft.

ALLOY WHEEL CLEANER

AUTO AIR FRESHENER

WHEEL & TYRE

A luxurious conditioning leather and vinyl protectant. Non film forming
and anti-static. Will not crack or yellow. Leaves surfaces with a natural
like-new finish.

Non-acidic formula for the efficient removal of grime and brake dust
from all alloy wheels. Spray on hose, off application. Ideal for spoked
and highly polished wheels.
Long lasting natural gloss tyre shine. Restores and rejuvenates all tyre
and rubber surfaces. Excellent for boot, floor mat and under bonnet
rubber.

Streak-free window cleaner. Easily removes greasy finger marks, insects
and general road grime. Safe on tint and other films.

TYRE SHEEN

A concentrated air freshener with sophisticated fragrance. Absorbs
musty, stale, nicotine or offensive odours. A small amount sprayed into
your car or onto carpets or seats will leave a long lasting and refreshing
fragrance. Available in several fragrances.

GLASS POLISH

EXTERIOR
WASH

SOLVENTS & DEGREASERS
HD DEGREASER

SOLVENT DEGREASER

PREMIUM CAR WASH

A general purpose degreaser. Ideal for removing heavy grease and soils
from under bonnets, around door trims, boots and engine bays. Great
as a pre-spray before washing to soften and remove bird droppings,
insects, brake dust, and heavy road grime. Non-caustic and safe to use.

Economical commercial strength vehicle wash that provides easy
rinsing.

FAST CAR WASH

Concentrated, high foaming car wash. Streak-free formula floats away
road grime effortlessly. Contains special anti corrosion additives.

FLEET WASH
A highly concentrated bus and truck wash. Efficiently removes heavy
road grime, exhaust stains, bugs etc. Can be applied manually, by high
pressure water blaster or through an automatic washing facility.

WINDSCREEN WASH ADDITIVE
Removes road haze, oily residues, smudges and bugs from windscreens
during automatic screen washing. Lubricates wiper blades and helps
prevent shudder. Leaves windscreens crystal clear and clean.

WASH & WAX
New technology superior formula that gently cleans and protects car
surfaces in one operation.

POLISH
MASTER WAX
A new generation rejuvenating polish that will restore the oldest
paintwork back to showroom shine. Non abrasive and easy to use.
Suitable for all new car finishes.

SHOWROOM SHINE
A spray on wipe off polish. Excellent for new cars or sound paintwork extremely easy to use. Leaves a deep wet look shine.

A heavy-duty solvent based engine degreaser. Dissolves grease and
tar instantly then washes off with water. Safe on paintwork and
aluminium. Removes the heaviest grease with ease.

SOLVENT DEWAXER
Removes stubborn pre-delivery wax. Simply wash on, hose off.
Dissolves tar and softens bug residues. All contaminations rinse free.

PREP SOLVENT
Highly efficient wipe on, wipe off solvent formula. Excellent for removal
of pre-delivery wax, internal glue residues and excess anti-corrosion
treatment.

NON SOLVENT DEWAXER
A unique alternative for dewaxing new motor vehicles. The ideal
environmentally user friendly replacement for petroleum solvents. Safe
and economical in use.

UNDERBONNET
FUEL SYSTEM
PETROL TREATMENT
An advanced technology product that is very effective at removing
petroleum gum, wax and varnish products. Suitable for use with all
grades of petrol, it cleans dirty fuel systems and resists formation of
further deposits. Contains an upper cylinder lubricant, and removes
hard deposits from valves and combustion chambers.

Purposefully crafted by demand of luxury car distributors, the Proform Automotive range offers unrivalled
performance in the very highest quality format. The comprehensive Proform range offers full service care
and maintenance to make your vehicles stand out from the crowd every time.

A superior general purpose coolant based on Hybrid Additive
Technology, which is a selectively balanced mixture of organic and
inorganic additives. Meets and exceeds most OEM specifications
(including Ford and GM) and provides excellent protection of all
cooling system components.

An advanced technology product that provides superior absorption,
and preventing wax and varnish deposits and microbiological growth.
Used on a regular basis it drastically reduces black smoke emissions,
and improves performance and economy, and lubricates and cleans
injector pumps and plungers.

RADIATOR TREATMENT

DIESEL TREATMENT

OCTANE BOOSTER
A super concentrated formula that immediately improves
performance and prevents engine damage caused by detonation
(“pinging”). Also an effective fuel system cleaner that contains an
upper cylinder lubricant and decarbonising additives.

CETANE BOOSTER
Increases the cetane number for diesel fuel. Decreases knock & noise,
reduces misfiring, shock loads, and cylinder peak pressure. Reduces
emissions and ignition delay. Cold starts are easier with better engine
warm up.

INJECTOR CLEAN
A super concentrated product that addresses the need to keep
fuel injector passages surgically clean. Safe for oxygen sensors and
catalytic converters, it also removes water from the fuel system and
lubricates metal components.

ENGINE TREATMENT
ENGINE FLUSH
A blend of penetrants, lubricants and sludge dispersants formulated
for use in all petrol and diesel engines to ensure maximum removal of
oxidised oil, sludge and other contaminants. Use at every oil change.

ENGINE OIL TREATMENT
A blend of surface modifying lubricants and anti-corrosion agents
formulated specifically to reduce metal to metal friction between all
moving parts. Dramatically reduces wear and increases lubricating oil
life. Provides excellent protection from dry start-up wear.

COOLING SYSTEM
HIBITEC
A new technology scale and corrosion inhibitor for engine cooling
systems. A unique product that maintains cooling systems at real
efficiency.

HIBITRON
Combines the anti freeze properties of ethylene glycol with the
unique protection properties of Hibitec to maintain cooling systems at
real efficiency.

RADIATOR FLUSH
Non-acidic, solventless and biodegradable, this product will remove
sludge, grease and scale from cooling systems without damaging cast
iron or aluminium alloys. It is compatible with water pump seals and
all rubber and plastic components. Cleans in one application without
the need for a neutraliser.

RADIATOR LONG LIFE
A long life concentrated organic based treatment for vehicle cooling
systems that contains a pH buffered blend of additives known to
reduce the corrosion of steel, cast iron, aluminium alloys, brass,
copper, tin and lead. Resists foaming, scale formation and electrolysis.
Can also be added to anti-freeze type coolants as a supplementary
inhibitor.

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION TREATMENT
A professional strength formula of anti-oxidants, detergents,
inhibitors, lubricants and seal conditioners. Eliminates and prevents
harsh shifting and stops and prevents oil leaks due to dry or hardened
seals. Ideal for heavy duty applications such as towing or stop-start
city driving.

POWER STEERING TREATMENT
Simply added to the power steering oil reservoir, this product will
reduce steering shudder and noise, stop and prevent fluid leaks and
protect expensive components from premature wear.

LUBRICANTS & CLEANERS
BRAKE CLEANER
Makes the job of removing brake fluid, grease, oil, dust and sludge
from brake and clutch components easy. Reduces brake squeal and is
non-flammable. Ideal for cleaning electrical components, tools and
equipment. Leaves no residue and is dry in seconds.

MRL ( Moisture Repellant Lubricant)
A multi-purpose lubricant that frees seized or rusted parts, lubricates
moving parts, dries wet ignitions and protects metal surfaces against
corrosion.

DEGREASER
A professional grade high tech product formulated to dissolve grease
and oil off most surfaces. Ideal for engines, motorcycles, garage floors
and driveways, hard tools and barbecue hot plates. Washes off with
water.

CARBURETTOR CLEANER
Quickly blasts away gum and deposits from internal and external
surfaces of carburettors without having to disassemble, providing
improved performance and economy. Also ideal for cleaning throttle
bodies on fuel injected vehicles.

PRO LUBE
A silicone oil based lubricant ideal for use where petroleum oils
cannot be applied because of staining, residue or temperature
considerations. Leaves a non-oily and relatively dry protective coating
that will not melt, freeze or burn. Ideal for metal, plastic, wood and
most fabrics, it is non-flammable and non-staining.

WORKSHOP
WORKSHOP GENIE
A powerful liquid floor and hard surface cleaner that emulsifies oil
spills. Ideal for use on painted floors.

CLEEN HANDS
An industrial hand soap for mechanics and other heavy industries.
Water based with citrus solvents and skin conditioners to prevent
hands drying out. Removes the toughest grease, waxes, oils, fresh
paints etc.

